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ABSTRACT
This essay explores memorable experience in participating in online open-book test during the Movement Control Order in
Malaysia. Travel and Tours Management course is used as a case study of the online open-book test. The online open-book
test was also reviewed in consideration of brain-based learning approach. The findings conclude (1) favor in complying with
the online open-book; (2) disfavor in complying with the online open-book; (3) outcomes in complying with the online openbook. Some related issues such as the performance assessments for online open-book test e.g., higher-level thinking skills
i.e., the know-what and the know-how, higher-order cognitive skills, and critical thinking are raised for further consideration of
the memorable experience in participating the online open-book test. Overall, the online open-book test is noted as a promising assessment technique in years to come.
Keywords: Online open-book test, e-assessment, movement control order.
RESUMEN
Este ensayo explora la experiencia memorable de participar en una prueba de libro abierto en línea durante la Orden de
Control de Movimiento en Malasia. El curso Gestión de viajes y turismo se utiliza como un estudio de caso de la prueba en
línea a libro abierto. La prueba de libro abierto en línea también se revisó teniendo en cuenta el enfoque de aprendizaje
basado en el cerebro. Los hallazgos concluyen (1) favorecer el cumplimiento del libro abierto en línea; (2) desaprobación
en el cumplimiento del libro abierto en línea; (3) resultados en el cumplimiento del libro abierto en línea. Algunas cuestiones
relacionadas, como las evaluaciones de desempeño para la prueba de libro abierto en línea, por ejemplo, las habilidades
de pensamiento de nivel superior, es decir, el saber qué y el saber hacer, las habilidades cognitivas de orden superior y el
pensamiento crítico, se plantean para una mayor consideración de lo experiencia memorable en participar en la prueba en
línea a libro abierto. En general, la prueba en línea a libro abierto se considera una técnica de evaluación prometedora en
los próximos años.
Palabras clave: Prueba en línea a libro abierto, evaluación electrónica, orden de control de movimiento.
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INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, online learning or e-learning has garnered many interests from educators all around the world
due to its potential in providing a more flexible and accessible learning and content (Elfaki, Abdelraheem &
Abdulrahim, 2019). Thus, most of higher education institutions made it compulsory to integrate e-learning as
part of the curriculum to provide a quality and meaningful
teaching and learning among the teachers and students.
However, the sudden outbreak of Covid-19 has shifted
the educational landscape in rapid fashion. The education system has no option but to transform from offline
mode of teaching and learning to entirely online mode.
However, adapting to the sudden shift of physical learning
to e-learning should not hinder the educators in providing
quality education to students. Therefore, in the face of a
pandemic context that has imposed great challenges on
many education specialists around the world, it is urgent
thinking creative and critical alternatives that overcome
the traditional character – and often authoritarian – of teaching and its evaluative strategies.
In many respects, the integration of technology and web
tools 2.0 into e-learning provide students with a more dynamic, student-centred, relevant and flexible not only in
terms of learning experience but as well as in terms of
learning assessment. Taking this into consideration, one
of the ways to enhance students’ assessment during the
Covid-19 is the online open-book test (Fuller, et al., 2020;
Kumar & Sajja, 2020). The online open-book test is an assessment technique to ask conceptual questions, and it is
noted that online open-book test requires the know-what
and know-how about the subject matter (Feller, 1994:
Bengtsson, 2019; Fuller, et al., 2020; Kumar & Sajja, 2020;
Handayani, 2020). This is where the study will be heading
to. Inspired by the phenomenon of Covid19, this study explores the memorable experience in participating in online open-book test during the Movement Control Order
in Malaysia. Travel and Tours Management course is the
study context for the online open-book test to replace the
sit-in final exam.
Online open-book test is not a new concept being introduced in learning and it is of high relevance now more
than ever. This study viewed the online open book-test in
the light of brain-based learning approach. Brain-based
learning approach posits that learning corresponds with
how brain naturally function in a learning process with the
objective of obtaining paramount understanding, attention, meaning and memory (Aina & Ayodele, 2018). The
brain-based learning approach was developed by Caine
& Caine (1991, 1994, 2010) who put forward three instructional teaching elements as seen in the figure 1:

Figure 1. Brain-based learning principles.

Source: Caine & Caine (2010).
The elements can be further illustrated as follows:
i)

Orchestrated immersion refers to the
creation of learning environments that
can fully immerse students in a learning
experience (Caine & Caine, 1994). This
implies creating a learning environment
that include the students as part of the
process. Students must be immersed in
a complex, interactive experiences that
are both rich and real.
ii)
Relaxed alertness refers to the idea of
keeping the students’ fear in check while
still providing a challenging learning environment (Caine & Caine, 1994). It can
be implied that students should be given
a meaningful challenge that can stimulate their mind to the desired state of
alertness.
iii)
Active processing means allowing students to consolidate and internalize
information by actively processing it
(Caine & Caine, 1994). The information
is connected to prior learning. This suggests that a thorough consideration and
assessment will be done in order for a
student to solve a problem.
It is apparent that the principles of brain-based learning
are embodied in the online open-book test. The brain-based learning approach promotes student-centred learning
and acknowledges that students learn differently, which is
also fostered in the online open-book test. It is also an
active process where students are actively engaged in
constructing their own knowledge in a variety of learning
situations and contexts.
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In this type of evaluation with open-book test, a complex
and interactive environment predominates, in which the
notion of challenge requires participants to know how to
mobilize their previous knowledge and their cultural background. Unlike an evaluation based on memorization, the
open-book test goes beyond this traditional logic and requires subjects to think about situations that are not written openly in books. Thus, the open-book test asks not the
answers, but the ability to know where to search for them
and what to do with them.
Thus, a variety of performance assessments for the online open-book test, including examinations, assessment
design, formats, marking, and feedbacks, should be
employed to assure quality in online instruction (Yang
& Cornelious, 2005; Fuller, et al., 2020). In addition, the
academic integrity of the evaluation process is of particular concern in an online environment. According to
Olt (2002), one way to help ensure academic integrity in
online courses is through the use of open-book examinations (Fuller, et al., 2020). Online open-book test may also
promote more realistic learning opportunities that emphasize higher-order thinking skills (Bengtsson, 2019; Fuller,
et al., 2020). It is noted that closed book examinations
test emphasizes students’ memorization, whereas open
book examinations have an increased potential to measure higher-level thinking skills and relate more closely to
real-world work environments (Feller, 1994). Further, open
book examination is believed as one method for incorporating realistic, open-ended tasks into higher education.
It is salutary to remember that we still live a long authoritarian pedagogical tradition of the evaluative system’s
reproduction based on tests without consulting the didactic-pedagogical material (books, articles, etc.). In reality,
an evaluation system with open or closed book does not
express the fullness of what was or was not learned by the
student, especially in the particular case of the university
student. However, tests without consultation (closed book)
contribute much more to the reproduction of a culture of
memorization – what Freire (1987), called banking education – than to a pedagogical culture active, of critical reflection, capable of overcoming its own practical limits. We
are not claiming that closed book tests/exams should be
abolished. It is not a question of condemning such evaluative practice, but we must problematize its limits and the
many of its contradictions that insist on maintaining itself
in a globalized world that needs creative intellectuals (De
Masi, 2000) more than of data memorizers. Therefore, we
are faced here with the challenge of understanding some
perceptions about these open-book tests.

METHODOLOGY
This purposive online survey was conducted during the
Movement Control Order in June 2020. The google form
was distributed after the online open-book test on 29
June 2020. It was designed to fulfill course requirements
of Travel and Tours Management. Content of the survey
consists of two questions which require the subject-matter knowledge as depicted in course syllabus Travel and
Tours Management and one question regarding the experience in participating in online open-book test during the
Movement Control Order. The content of the online survey is revolved around the questions that require answers
about the subject-matter knowledge, the critical thinking,
and self-discipline.
DEVELOPMENT
Findings reveal the online open-book test is promising
that the respondents prefer to have online open-book test
than offline open-book test. In terms of the relationships
between gender and memorable experience in participating online open-book test, the result revealed that online
open-book test is hard when students are not equipped
on knowing what and knowing how to use the relevant
data and information provided from various open sources.
Further, the result indicates that even though students
find online open-book test hard to score, they confirmed
that online open-book test give them memorable learning
experience about certain related topic. In addition, respondents also reveal that online open-book test enhance their skills in research. This results in is line with the
past studies that suggest online open-book test requires
the know-what and know-how about the subject matter.
Themes of the memorable experience in participating in
online open-book test during the Movement Control Order
is depicted in Table 1.
Table 1. Themes of memorable experience in
participating online open-book.
Themes
Disfavor in complying with the online open-book
Open-book test is tough.
Challenging higher order thinking level questions based on the
understanding of prior learning.
Poor internet connectivity
No data or internet connection
Internet connection problems
The question is asking something that have no answer even
open book
Favor in complying with the online open-book
Easier in comparison to offline open book test
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holistic approach for learners that can enhance learning.
Therefore, future research should explore the relationship
between online open-book test in the light of the brainbased learning approach elements and the effects on
students’ academic achievement. Such investigations will
provide useful insights to educational practitioners or curriculum developers and also will contribute to developing
a more meaningful learning for students.

Easy to use online test interface
Application of critical thinking
Flexible learning environment
Time saving
Reduce stress
Online open-book test is convenient
New experience in doing assessment
I like open book test
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